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Ah, the electricity of a swim meet :
riors pacing the deck with knots in
backstroke pennants snapping in the
crack of the star ter's pistol. I'm
tempted.

Lycra wartheir guts,
breeze, the
not even

When I joined St. Pete Masters five years age at
the age of 26, I told my teammates that I wanted
to swim but not compete. They didn't believe
me. "C'mon," they said, "you're one of the
youngest people on the team. Look at all the
people in their 70's who are racing. You aon't
want to be outdone by them do you?" Yep!
When I was a 7-year-old in Chicago, I begged my
parents to let me join the Hinsdale swim team,
one of the toughest age-group programs in the
country. When I was 10 , I studied the Guiness
Gook of World Records and mapped out my route
to becomming the youngest Olympic swimmer ever .
I got up at 5:45 every morning, strapped on my
goggles and dutifully logged the yands - often
more than 10,000 a day. But after awhile, swimming became more a chore than a dream. I fantasized about the day when I could swim for
pleasure instead of pain. Than day has come!
I have nothing but admiration for the hard-core
contingent on St. Pete Masters. I even like to
work out with them at times. But, like a lot of.
people who show up at North Shore pool, I don't
want to be one of them. And the wonderful thing
about St. Pete Masters is that there's room for
people like me. Coach Bole will hand me a workout and tips on technique if I want them, but
he'll also understand if my workout consists of
imitating a manatee lounging on the lane lines.
Oh, about my Olympic career; it never came. I
logged some minor glories: a medal here, a
school recond there. But the trophies I cherish
most are the kind that don't sit on a shelf;
childhood swimming taught me the falue of fitness, and the virtue of pushing through pain to
a goal. Those are lessons I've carried out of
the pool and into adulthood. But you'll forgive
me if I exercise some adult freedom of choice
in the pool these days. That's me over there,
floating on the kickboard and staring into the
rising sun.

This is a completely unsolicited note from the
trenches or, more accurately, the lanes. Actually
lane 3, Bellevue Y, 6:30 am. Well , I lie somewhat. I usually wander in at about 6:35 am.
Spending the next couple of minutes adjusting my
goggles and cap. And finally somewhere in the
middle of warmup, I take the plunge.
I'm not a very good swimmer . . certainly not by
my age group's standards. I console myself with
the thought that someone has to be last (but in
every event?). I am fortunate to have a couple
of 40-45 women in my lane who keep me honost.
Yes, I'd be quite competitive if I suddenly aged
a few years and changed my sex . Fortunately, the
top 8 places received medals at the last regionals. No one need know that my 5th place finish
in the 200 breast was out of a field of five.
But, I suppose, participating in the meets does
allow me to say with a straight face that I'm a
"competitive swimmer". This is in my view a lot
cooler than being a "competitive runner" these
days. Runners ten to the skeletal. Competitive
swimming evokes images of that 1972 poster of
Mark Spitz among the people I still try to impress!
Meantime, I have taken the plunge and dive in-catching a glimpse through the window of the
pitch-black sky. Wondering to myself why it is
that I willingly submit to this every weekday.
There is no answer to that question .. other than
the incredible feeling of guilt I'd feel if I
didn't make it to workout. I have enough problems, without having to feel guilty for the rest
of the day.
For some reason, my psychology is my own worst
enemy. I have a habit of constantly calculating
not how much I've already done in a particular
set but how much is left to do. Usually in terms
of a fraction of the whole. So, there I am, a
fairly unhappy camper already in the midst of,
say, a 400 pull--not a particularly hard swim in
and of itself. But I manage to psyche myself out
after the first 100 by saying to myself: oh great,
I'm already tired and I have to do the same thing
without stopping 3 more times! No wonder I find
myself making trips to the bathroom or faking a
gagging attack or suddenly discovering that the
watertight seal in my goggles need adjusting. But,
oddly enough, I love swimming. Though I can't say
the same for my wife .
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swimmer 1n
record books
Oak Ridge Masters swimmer
Janet Meservey recently earned a
spot on the Long Course Top 10
ranking in five events.
From the list just published in
January's Swim-Master magazine,
the longtime Oak Ridger was ranked fourth in 200-meter breaststroke
(6:56.2) fifth in 100-breast (3: 14.5),
sixth in 50-breast (1:32.6), seventh
in 200-back (5:57.4) and 10th in
100-back (2:53.2). Be impressed
that 76-y~-old Meservey has been

Swimmimg
Relays

Bobbe
Smith
swimming Masters competition
since the early 1970s when the Oak
Ridge club was organized.
Bill Sewell was president of Oak
Ridge Masters back then and was
looking over the top 10 times just
before a local meet Janet recalls
that he said, ''There's no time for
200-back in your age group. I want
you to enter it. If you win, you'll set
a record."
"So," she said, " I did and he
was right; I got the record." At tile
same meet, Lillian Kyte also got a
national first by bettering the 200brcaststroke time in her age
bracket. Back then these two and
John Crews could be found breaking records at any given meet. Oak
Ridge Masters was well represented in competitive masters.
Meservey is a native of Vennont
who learned IO swim from her
parents when she was very young.
She said, "We used to swim a lot
as a family. Rivers, lakes and
sometimes the ocean - it was all
fun." Later she got some lifesaving
instruction at the University of
Vermont. During the last two years
of school at Wheaton College in
Massachusetts, she swam in the
physicafbducation program. She
had never swum competitively until
Masters.
In the early 1970s, Sewell, Oak
Ridge aquatics direction at that
time, asked Janet IO organize an
· A.A.RP. swimming program. That
program evolved into what is

Janet Meservey
known now as Senior Swim, which
is in the pool Monday, Wednesday
and Friday mornings from 10-11
a.m. After agreeing IO work in setting up the group, Janet wisely
enrolled in some swim classes with
the Red Cross. This led to her
becoming a Water Safety Instructor, she taught classes for the Red
Cross for many years.
Back to competition.
Mcservey·s first national championship was Long Course in
Chicago in 1973. As well as helping the women place second, she
personally won the 200breaststroke event. Since that time
she has swum in meets large and
small, all over the country. She and
her husband A.B. enjoy trailering
extensively. They also enjoy biking
and hiking. Often they combine
vacation trips. to include swim
meets like the nationals in Spokane,
Wash., zone meets all over Dixie,
and various-sized meets in Corpus
Christi, Texas, St. Louis, Mo., St.
Petersburg, Fla., Fort Lauderdale,
Virginia and North Carolina.
Rarely a year passes without
Janet making Top IO. She also
made Top 10 this past year in Sho.rt
Course with a ninth in 200-Breast.
Dirk Van Hoesen, also of Oak
Ridge Masters, made seventh in the
200-breast in short course.
Although Janet prefers Long
Course (SO-meter pools), she also
competes in 25-meters as well as
the 25-yard short course. Be impressed too with her long distance
swims. Technically, Long Distance
seems IO encompass anything from
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a one hour postal swim to a ~-mile
and 10-mile. Some of these are in
open water as the 10-mile Open
Water off Seal Beach, Calif., but
many are in lakes and rivers, and in
the case of one in Wisconsin, a
quarry of undetermined depth.
There's usually a two or three-mile
lake swim near Charlottesville, Va.,
which the Meserveys are apt to attend.
Janet will make the big effort to
get to Short Course Nationals this
year. They will be held May 16-19
in Nashville. "That Tracy Caulkin's
Natatorium is marvelous," she
said. (She swam there last year.)
We can be impressed by this
gutsy lady's ·accomplishments.
Placing in the Top I 0 is hard. It is a
tally of swimmers in your particular
age group from all over the United
States who swam the different
events during the past year. Times
are compared and the top 10
emerge. Although it's an honor to
have made the list, Janet has done
well in so many meets she looks
beyond the races. "I honestly love
to swim," she says. "I like to visit
different facilities and compare
them. I also enjoy visiting with the
people I have met at previous meets
and getting acquainted with new
people.'' She joins many in saying,
"Awards are nice, but what do you
do with them?" She'll often accept
one as a souvenir and leave the rest
Congratulations Janet- May
you long endure!
Bobbe Smith writes about
swimming for The Oak Ridger.
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Reprinted from SOUTHEASTERN MASTER SWIMMER
UNDERSTANDING THE TRAINING
PROCESS FOR SWIMMING
by Ten-ence Laughllfl
Director. Total lmmer.sion Master.s Swimming Camps
This summer a participant in one of my Masters
swimming camps asked me for a training " recipe" for a
particular event. The simplicity of such an idea has
universal appeal. Just follow the directions and Voila! success. Well, there are indeed training recipes for success
in each evenL...hundrcds of them. And they all work in
some way for somehody.
But don't expect 10 find universal agreement among
swimmers and coaches on which recipe is best. Countless
paths lead to the same objcc1ive and much or the fun in
training lies in mapping those routes, observing where 1hey
lead, then debating their merits with others who arrived at
the same place from a different direction.
Guiding principles can help us discover the recipe that
works best for us. While the application may change from
person to person, the prindplcs of training a_re both si~p k
and universal. They apply 10 national champion or novice.
teenager or septuagenarian, man or woman. They allow you
to follow a systematic path to your desired goal of
swimming faster, with fewer detours along the way.
Training is a quest for a hetter future - practicing to
perfect skills, 10 go farther, faster, wit~ less effort_ hy
exploiting th~ holly's intriguing t:apat:1ty for grow1~g
stronger in response 10 stress. (Remcmher the saying:
"What docsn·t kill me, makes me stronger.") The following
principles will be your guide 10 achieving the trainin~ effect
in swimming, but they can apply equally well to running,
cycling or any endurance sport.
1. Stress - In a training medium this describes, not the
effect of a boun<.:ed check or a demanding boss, but that of
a workload imposed on t he body. carefully and selectively
applied, it elicit!- a positive training response - the body
gets stronger. When the workload is 100 heavy, the body ·
can't adapt. Injury, cxhau!ition, frustration result.
2. Progressive Overload - As the body grows stronge~
(in response to training), in order to stimulate funher
gains, "'e need to increase the load. Judicious and
systematic increases in frequency and intensity causes the
organism to reach for yet a higher level. What was a ~r~per
training overload for your first month (or year) of tram1~g,
v.ill probably be 1n~u fficient to stimulate furtha adapta11nn
in the third month (or ) Ca r).
3. Specificity . The body adapts 10 the specific type of
sires~ imposed. So training should closely appro~imatc the
activ11y you're preparing for, in distance, type, and intensity.
One or the simplest, yet truest expressions or training
advice I've ever heard is: "In order to swim faster, you have
to ...swim faster." Specificity also refers to efficient
technique, which is a product of highly specific stroke
patterns, and pitchc!-, and adjustments to water pressure. A
drift into poor technique, whether through fatigue or loss
of conccntratinn, means less efficient muscle groupli hear
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the workload, and you lose the optimal training effect.
4. Consistency - Even if you can spare as little as 30
minutes a day for training, you can still achieve reasonably
good fitnc.-.!i, just through regularity. Physiologists tell us
that we need to train at least 3-4 days a week, year-round to
maintain fitness. For higher levels, we must, obviously, do
more. (Sec #5.) Fitness can be easily lost in a few idle
weeks, and it always takes longer to regain than it did to
lose it. So, during a period when you're forced to decrease
activity, even a modest amount of training is far better than
none at all.
5. Progression - The nearer the top you get, the steeper
is the mountain you're trying to climb. The more you
improve, the harder it is to keep improving at the same
rate. You'll reach 90% of your potential with a modest
amount of effort, but beyond that, even small gains will
come grudgingly. At that point, it becomes even more
important to refine your approach, to swim smarter, rather
than harder. The good news: The ground that has already
been won will be relatively easy to hold. (See #4.)
6. Recovery - Work and rest are inseparable halves of the
'ame equation. Appropriate recuperation from hard
1raining, to alto~ the hody to adapt and successfully handle
h.1rder workln.1ds, is c.-.sential during a set, a workout, or a
training cycle. You won't be able to repeatedly push your
heart rate near its maximum in a set, unless it recovers near
'" resting level between efforts. Intense workouts must be
balanced v.11 h recovery workouts. Harder, goal-oriented
training t.yclcs (!-CC # 7) can be very effective if built on a
~nl id ba~e of !.Ub-max1mal training.
7. Cycles - Steady, sub-maximal training is like pulling
money in the bank. We write checks for the payoff with
intensive training. Write too many checks and you'll soon
he bankrupt; your body will fail to adapt (see #1). The
faster and harder you train, the sooner you'll run out of
gas. This applies to individual workouts as well as training
cycles of months and years. Particularly for Masters athletes
whose "careers" may be measured in quarter- and
half-centuries and whose primary goals are health and
happiness, steady low-stress training keeps you injury-free,
physically fresh, and fit for the long haul, week-in and
week-out, year-in and year-out. (See #4.)
8. Know Thyself - The paramount consideration,
<;upcrscding all or the seven preceding principles, is how
vou personally respond to training. Even in a group
~orkout sctting, 30 different swimmers will respond to a
particular workout or set in 30 individual ways. And there
\'ill likely he as many different favorite sets and drills. So
1t·s important to personally adapt any group training
regime 10 suit your needs for best results. Self-aware~ess
and careful self-monitoring (especially through keepmg a
log) are indispensable tools to aid in this.
Tt1rty Laug/11111 is dir11Clor of Total lmm11rsion inslrt1Clhn1/ Clll17pl ~
clil1ics for lduh fif1Jt1ss 1nd comp11lll/IM swimm11fl1Ind11¥1/JMIN ol- :.
any ag11or1bll/ly t.v11L Onll ofhis t:4mps will"- Mid •I ,4
·•
.,
sratt1 Vnlvtlrs/ly in Boontt. Ne; Juntt 7· 11. 1991. For lnlotmA//o(l Off '
any Total /mmsrsion programs, call T11r1y al !Jf./.:?91-3514 Pf~
him al 38 f Main Street. Goshen, NY 10924.
::·:: :
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This picture appeared
in the National
ENQUIRER! Why?

"REMEMBRANCE OF THINGS PAST":

A HISTORY OF DC MASTERS
by Nancy Kirkendall with help from Frank and Nancy Clark. Bob and Susi Husson, Helen
Hummer, Ed Emes, Meredith Smith, and Rita Shephard

This picture appeared in
the Wavemaker. To help
clarify the error that
the 1975 LC Nationals
were held in Ft. Lauderday, I looked it up
and they were held at
the University of TN.
{This picture was taken
in an indoor pool.)
John Bauman is on the
left , then Matt Flana ·
gan, Roy Stickney (on
top), Larry Larimore,
Ted Haartz, Ransom
Arthur and Mark Cough1 in. Flanagan and
Coughlin repr esen ted
DC Masters at this meet.
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WORKOUT

RULES

FOR

To compensate for our aging and its
physical deterioration we all must
use our experienced and wiser brain
in our workouts. A 10 year old
lacking workout discipline is OK.
A 70 year old without discipline is
a sad sight. Here are some thoughts
that guide my workouts:

HIGH

SPEED

SWIMMING

season and the nex t ten seasons.
"Burnout" shouldn't happen to a wise
Masters Swimmer.
4. GOALS REVOLVE AROUND WORKOUTS.
90+% of your time is spent in
workouts. That's where most of your
goals should be. Use meets to
increase motivation, learn
techniques, and have fun. A big
challenge for me is the "Dr. Sprint
Postal Workout" at season end.

1. DO A SEASON BLUEPRINT.
Determine when you want to achieve
your best times (April/May?). Work
backwards to identify what you must
do to achieve those times .
2. FOLLOW YOUR eLUEPR INT PHILOSOPHY.
You don't have to be enslaved to it.
Just follow the general direction.
In my blueprint for example, you'll
notice the trends and directions as
the months go by:
* Increased workout frequency
* From longer distances to shorter
* Develop techniques early, then
power and finally speed
*Progressively swim faster and also
get more rest.
* Increase workout effort gradually
by going from discomfort workouts to
hurt zone workouts and then pain
zone and perhaps a bit of agony in
workouts near the end of the season.
(see article: "HURT PAIN AGONY")
* Chart yardage - but beware,
yardage may not reveal effort or
stress. The 1500 yard/workouts on
my chart reflect the maximum 50
minute lap swim time I now have.
Ideally, I'd like a 1to1.5 hour
workout whereby I could increase my
yardage slightly and greatly
increase my quality and rest.
3. SAVE YOURSELF FOR NEXT SEASON.
Never go to the adge either in a
season or in a long hard series of
workouts. This could risk damage to
your body. Save something for next
-5-

5 . ALL WORKOUT S ARE CEREBRAL.
The brain should be going a mile a
minute, far ahead of your body. The
old saying "If you don't use it you lose it" applies here. Nothing
is as sorry as a dumb old athlete.
In workouts, submerge yourself in a
coordinated mind/body effort. THINK .
6. "SURVIVAL" WORKOUTS WASTE TIME.
A "survival" workout is where your
body feels like a limp dishrag, your
too tired to think and techn ique is
forgotten. Whenever you invent or
perform a workout, always ask why
you are doing it. The answer should
always have a higher purpose than
"Get into shape".
If you don't know
why you are doing a particular swim,
ask your coach.
If you don't 1 i ke
the answer - stop.
Don't workout so hard that you are a
walking zombie the rest of the day.
Is that health?
7. TEAM UP.
Try hard to persuade others to
workout with you. By teaming up
with others you can tap into their
energy and increase your effort.
Let others inspire you and the pain
will melt.
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Ifs that time of year again. lime for
coach to pull out his latest and
greatest Intense sets and unleash
them on his unsuspecting swimmers.
It Is at this time that we begin to forget
all of the good habits and stroke techniques we learned in the fall in order
to get through that gnar1y set of 100's,
thereby erasing three months worth of
stroke development work. The most
common victim of this aime is the
freestyle.
Your freestyle may feel fine, and it
may look fine (to the untrained eye),
but it is possible that you're not getting
the most power out of It that you can.
One way to find out if you can improve
it, is to ask yourself the following questions while you swim a moderate 100
freestyle. (It may be helpful to have
someone on the deck answer them for
you.)
1) When my hand enters the wate.r,
and I begin my inward scull, where 1s
my elbow In relation to my shoulder?
2) When I perform the inward sculling motion in my stroke, where does it
begin? - (i.e. Where Is my hand positioned?) Where does it end? What
position is my elbow in while I scull?
3) How propulsive Is this phase of
my stroke?
Okay, now it's time to compare your
answers with the following CORRECT
responses.
1) When your hand enters the
water your elbow should be held
slightiy higher, or even w ith, your
shoulder. Your arm will then be in the
best position for an optimal Inward
scull.
2) Your Inward scull should begin at
about eye level, and as your hand
travels down your body, your elbow
should remain high until you finish that
scull at (or slightly above) your belly
button. From there, the hand should
tum out and finish the stroke.
3) The inward scull should be one
of the most powerful phases of your
stroke, yet unfortunately, many swimmers let their hands follow the ·path of
least resistance·. created when the
elbow is dropped early, which then
tends to ·1ead" the hand through this

phase. This considerably decreases
forward propulsion, which in tum
creates a slower, less efficient stroke.
If, after answering these questions,
you feel that you aren't getting the
most power out of your freestyle
stroke, don't despair! There is an excellent drill that will help you "increase
your freestyle productivity". It is
known as 1/2 Stroke Freestyle.
Start on your right side, using a
flutter kick. Keeping your left arm at
your side, perform just the inward scull
portion of your stroke. Your hand
should never go past your navel.
(Hint: This motion will feel more like a
one-armed breastroke than freestyle.)
You can breathe to the side, or forward, and as often as you like. I have
found that the sculling motion actually
pops my head out of the water, so I
breathe with every stroke/scull. The
point of this drill is to keep your elbow
up, and to get a feel for the power that
this motion can generate. When you
have mastered the right arm, try it on
your left side. (This side may seem
~ uncomfortable at first, but you'll
soon get the hang of it. (Hint You
know you're doing it right if you start to
feel fatigue and/or pain In your triceps
and pectorals.)
When you have conquered the
mechanics of the drill on both arms, try
to incorporate It into your freestyle.
The change may feel dramatic, and
you may fatigue quickly after swimming with the new technique. Unfortunately, there Is no getting around the
pain. You are using muscles that
haven't been used extensively, so it
may take a while for them to adjust,
you need to swim through it, and keep
concentrating on the scull, because as
yardage and intensity increase (as
they do at this time of year) you will
need to be used to your new and
improved freestyle.
Stacy Jones swims for H20uston
Swims and is a National Record
holder who continually looks for ways
to improve her tschnk/ue - and is not
above sharing her experlencss with

others.
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After a week in Paris I discovered
many options for the ·1nternationa1• or
France bound swimmer. Age group
swimming in Paris is quite similar to
that in the States. However, the students in the Lycee (high School) attend classes from 8-noon and 2-0pm
generally. The French government
believes that its education system (LE
BAC) is superior to others in Europe.
This belief creates a problem for students who also want to be involved
with athletics. The coaches of the Age
Group teams and the Swimming
Federation try to make special arrangements with the schools to let students out to train . Once a student is
able to train, they also have double
workouts and lift weights 3 days a
week as our age group swimmers do.
Unfortunately, unlike the States,
not every swimmer may swim in
University. Throughout France there
are only 5 Universities where students
may study and train at the same time.
In order to swim at one of the Universities a swimmer must meet the
qualifying times. In a sense, it's like
making the qualifying times for
scholarships at our Universities in the
states. There are IlQ scholarships at
the Universities in France since the
education is already paid for by the
governments. The swimmer who
does not make University qualifying
times may not be a "walk on". However, they may continue at clubs such
as · Le Racing Club de France" or
other clubs around the country.
In fact, I was more than welcomed
to swim with the Age Group Swimmers, but it would limit other possible
experiences my junior year in Paris
such as ·caje's· and traveling.
Master Swimming is still a relatively
new and developing Idea to the
French. It started about 5 years ago,
but there are not many "teems." Many
of the Masters swimmers train on their
own. The Racing Club of France has
a Masters team in Paris that practices
4 evenings a week for an hour from
8:30-9:30 for those of you Mester
Swimmers with travel plans to Paris.
The majority of athletes in France
end their careers at the age of 25.
Interestingly enough, those athletes
that train after 25 are usually people

continued on next page

who never had the opportunity to be
athletic when younger. The French
have a more relaxed attitude about
sports than the Americans. It is easier
to find the French riding horses or
sailing. Intensive training for older
people is still a new idea for the
French, and, as of now. is more accepted in the American mentality.
For those who want to train in
France, it is possible but the relaxed
attitude of the country and the bread
and wine entails that much more
motivation on the part of the athlete.
The Master meets have the same
age groups as the U.S. - 2>29 etc.•
and have Nationals in the winter and
spring. Last year's ·champianats• for
Masters were held in Vicky.
Hope to hear from you! I LOVE
getting mail.

Enter ZoomBrs. Put these little
babies on and here's what happens:
You work a little harder with your bottom half and YOU GO FASTER. Not
a lot faster like with regular flippers.
But enough faster to justify the extra
effort AT THAT MOMENT. You are
using more muscle fibers (up to 60%
more} and spreading the workload out
over a larger musde mass. This allows you to bum more carbs and
oxygen, producing greater force and
increasing cardiovascular output. This
level of exertion increases the length
of reoovery time following a workout,
keeping the metabolism in ·high gear9
for a longer period after workout.
Zoomers shorten the learning
curve for fast swimming. When you
swim fast you experience different
body positioning , streamlining ,
armstroke entry, kick size and speed,
arm speed etc. By allowing you to
spend more time swimming fast you
learn these sensations and skills
faster. And, so far, the experience we
have had indicates that much of what
swimm ers are learning with the
Zoomers is retained or reproduced
when they take them off.
To make a long story short ,
Zoomers do not make workout easier.
They make doing hard work more fun
and provide the necessary ·instant
gratification• (that we are all accused
of needing so much of these days} to
spur you to want to do more harder,
faster swimming. We encourage our
swimmers to wear their Zoomers
through large portions of the workouts
- for sprint work as well as for distance
work. They seem to like it and they
keep working harder and swimming .
faster. Sounds like a Win/Nm proposition to me (also very ·in• these days).

EXCITING TRAVEL PACKAGES FOR TWO EXCITI NG SWIM:EVENTS IN 1991
Ponte Vedra Travel has a great tour planned for the PAN PACIFIC
MASTERS Aquatic Games to be held in Tokyo, Japan on July 12-17.
Like in Rio, t hey have addressed the principal concern about
Japan - price . Ponte Vedra Travel & Assoctates package hotel,
the Kieo Plaza , is close to the pool, just minutes away by
tra nsfer and is the headquarters hotel of the Championships.
They have included Championship Registration and Entry Fees,
all tra nsfers, al l the special events, a city tour to be taken
at your convenience and they will be there to make sure tneir
swimmers get to know Japan and do so at a very moderate pr i ce.
They bel ieve they can show~ ~ swimmers a Japan we wi l l love
and i n addition to all t hose medals , reco r ds and top ten
ra nkings th at we bring home , we wi l l also bring home a lot of
great memories . The meet wi ll be held at the Yogogi National
Sports Complex, built for the 1964 ~okyo Olympi cs and sight of
the 1986 Masters World Swimming Championshi ps. Withtn a block,
a cup of coffee can go from $9 . 00 to $. 75 and back again.
They have several Excursions after t he meet - one is Affordable Hong Kong (4 days/3 nights) for $399.
And then there is BARBADOS - Masters International - Short
Course Meters. The meet will be held i n the new $2 million
Aquatic Center - October 2-8, 1991 . It is a magnificent
50 x 25 meter pool wit~ a 25 meter 4- lane teaching and warmup pool . There will be swimming events, one or more ocean
swims, water polo, special re l ay events and most important of
all , fabu l ous Bajan food .
Please cal l George Koski at 1-800-833- SWIM for more informa tion or brochures .
FROM THE EDITOR
Remember , SWIM-MASTER will be reti re d at the end
of this year! Twenty years is a long time and
hopeful ly, the needs will be met by someone. Jus t
in case you wish the remain i n~ issues , the following price list is made ava i lable.
I

CODE '#

.. 391 .
491 .
591
691
791
891

USA

FOREIGN

$ 6
$ 5
$ 4
$ 3
$ 2
$ 1

$ 10. 50
$ 9. 00
$ 7.50
$ 6.00
$ 4. 00
$ 2. 00

Did you know...
Swimming is the nost popular sport -

A study by
Mediemark Research lne. found that 25% of US adults went
· swimming in the past' ·year, making it the most popular participationn .sport by far. Swimming. beat 9ut fishing 18%, cycling
17%, bowling 14%, golf 10%, boating & basketball 9%, softball
&jogging 8% and tennis 7%.

Swimming World
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SW:I:M c~~NDAR _ __ _ _ ___l!_AR-AP.B._J99l
MAR 15-17
16 ,
16
16-17
17
17
23-24
23-24
24
24
30

OCY - Tom Harmon, 2806 Atlantic Ave., Ft. Pierce, FL 34947
SCM - Ka~y Keffer-91arpe, 3002 N.W. 14th, Cklahoma City, a< 73107
OCY - Bargor, Washirgton
'!£"{ - Dynamo - Lisa Watson, 804 Howell Ct, fuluth, GA 30136
SCY - Michigan Masters - Olarles Enright (517) 832-9628
OCY - RPI Spri~ Frolic, Dan McMahon, 2E Circle Dr., Rensselaer, NY 12144
'!£"{ - Larry Wood, 9722 Mackworth, Stafford, TX 77477
SC'i - Greensboro, NC - Contact Maury Schott at 919-855-8715
OCY - Tracy Rossa, c/o S.H.A.P.E. Facility, Johnson State College, Johnson, VT 05656
OCY - April Fools - Bob Kane, 21 Wixted Ave., Danb.Jry, CT 06810
SCM - SDI, 1135 Garnet-K, San Diego, CA 92109

APR 5-7

OCY - St Petersh.lrg, Fl - John Bishop, 4717 Overlook Dirve N.E., St. Pete Fl.. 33703
OCY - Oregon Masters Assocation Ola.mpionshii::e - Newberg, Or
OCY - Ba.rrirgton Masters - Irene David (708) 382-4982
1000/1650 - Barbara Protzman. 7919 Main Falls Cir, catonsville, MD 21228
OCY - Brian Cooley, 6005 Riedgecrest Way #202, Ft. Worth. TX 76132
SYC - Pieter Cath. 35400 Bainbridge Rd .• Solon, a-i 44139
SCY - PNA Olam.p - Hugh Moore. 29920 2rrl Place SW, Federal Way. WA 98023
'2C'i - Colonies Zone - Gus La~er, ro Box 222, · MHford, Ci 06460
OCY - Senior Games (55 & over) Delray Bea.ch Patrol, 2 S.Ocean Blvd, Delray Bch, FL
LCM - Puer·t o Rico Masters , 2058 EEp.''Hld St., Santurce. PR 00911
OCY - Michigan Masters State Meet -· John Howsen (616) 345-9622
LCM - Puerto Rico Masters Swimming, 2058 Fspana St, Sa.nturce, PR 00911
'2C'i - SDI, 1135 Garnet-K, San Dieg6, CA 92109
SCl - Pentathlon - Sam Seiple, 111 N Post Oak Lane, Houston, TX 77042
SC/ - Rardy Hair, 3105 N. 7th, Coeur d'Alene ID 83814
SCl - YMCA MASl'rnS NATIONAL amMPIONSHIPS, Irrlia.Ildpolis, IN
SC/ - York Masters - cal Schaffer, 2826 Eastwood Dr . • York, PA 17402
s::'f. - SPMA - Robert Mitchell (714) 581-1135
--- ---,,,_ .. __ '2C'i - Barbara Flanagan (918) 743--8474 - Tulsa., a<
OCY - Tigard, Oregon - Age Group Invitational with Masters
OCY - SDI, 1135 Gdrnet-K, San Diego, CA 92109

- - - - --- - - 5~7
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MAY 16-19, 1991 USMS SC NATIONALS, NASHVIu.E, TN Mary Lee Watson, 6613 Rolling Fork Drive,
Nashville, TN 37205 (615) 353-lf.32
JUL 11-17, 1991 41li PAN PACIFIC MASIER3 SWIMMit-l'.3 CHAMPIONSHIPS. Ta<YO JAPAN
JUL 18-22, 1991 41li PAN PACIFIC MASTmS WATm roI.D & SYNOiOONI7.ED SWIMMING rnAMPIONSHIPS. GU.AM
J\00 15-18, 1991 USMS LC NATIONALS. ELIZABETHIOWN, KY --Cy Cyganieweiz, 206 S. Mi. les,
Elizabethtown, KY 42702
SEP 18-22, 1991 US"MS NATIONAL CONVmI'ION. WJISVILl..E. KY
JUN 27-n.JL 5, 1992 41li WORLD MASTER3 SWIMMI!IK; CHAMPIONSHIPS. INDIANAPOLIS, IN US1I.
Heidi Neuburber, 901 WNew York St., Rm 204, frrl i rtna.polis, IN US~
JULY 1993 TIURD WORLD MASTERS GAMES - 1Q93 Secre t.ariat , Wo r-ld M<1:..;tP-.n> Garn~:..; Ill, R> & w 6':,·ioti
Sl:. r dul, MN
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